COVID-19
Response Signage
Communicate. Educate. Protect.

With things changing by the second, we know the importance of not only being responsive, but proactive. With an assortment of
stock and custom signage solutions, Yunker is here for whatever you need and to support keeping your environment, customers
and employees safe in these uncertain times. We can help you implement a sign package that meets your needs.

AVAILABLE NOW
Small to large orders. Quick custom turns.

LET US KNOW
HOW WE CAN HELP

262.741.5045
covidsigns@yunker.com

Exterior
It is more critical than ever to have clear and attention
getting exterior signage. Whether for curbside pickup
or communicating modified shopping hours for your
most vulnerable customers, we can customize to fit
your needs.

1

BANNER - approx 80” x 24” x .125”

2

WINDOW CLING - approx 24” x 36”

3

BOLLARD COVERS

4

A-FRAME SANDWICH BOARD

5

LAWN SIGN - approx 24” x 18”

Clearly mark curbside pickup

Quick to install clings alert shoppers to modified
hours of operation and senior shopping times

Encourage pickup orders with these 3-sided coroplast signs

White plastic displays are lightweight and versatile, easily changing from
curbside pickup, hours of operation, and social distancing messages

Inexpensive all-weather signs can be easily moved
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Entrance
Keep customers and employees safe and informed
with messages that convey extra cleaning efforts,
new store hours, or social distancing.

1

SIGN TOPPER - approx 22” x 38”

2

POSTER INSERT - 22” x 28”

3

FREE STANDING DISPLAY - approx 22” x 72”

Quickly slips into standard sign stand

Quickly slips into standard sign stand

Easy to set up and move to different areas of store.
Ultraboard feet included
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ASK HOW TO
CUSTOMIZE

covidsigns@yunker.com

In-Aisle
It is critical to have signage and messaging that aids in
social distancing and prevents bottlenecks in your aisles.
Switching to one-way traffic and clearly marking product
purchase limits can help keep staff and customers safe.

1

AISLE VIOLATORS - approx 4” x 12”

2

SHELF TALKER - approx 15” x 4” (15" x 3" live area)

3

FLOOR GRAPHICS - approx 18" x 24” Encourage social
distancing and smoother traffic flow by making aisles one way
shoppable

Remind customers of social distancing, services, and new
traffic patterns
Clearly mark products with a limited purchase quantity
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Checkout
Keep your front line employees safe and your
customers informed with these checkout
signage solutions.

1

PROTECTIVE BARRIER - custom sizes available

2

BARRIER CLING - approx 7” x 5”

3

FLOOR GRAPHICS - approx 18” x 18”

Protect your workforce and customers from infection

Communicate any message with a repositionable cling

Help keep customers safe when queuing with graphics
placed exactly six feet apart
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